Our PhD students
- receive 5 years of funding through our MacCracken program, independent of teaching opportunities for additional pay and competitive 6th- and 7th-year research and dissertation completion fellowships
- have exclusive NYU opportunities for funded research abroad including Abu-Dhabi, Berlin, London, Paris, Prague, Shanghai, but especially Florence - Villa La Pietra and our exchange partners Scuola Normale di Pisa and Università di Napoli “L’Orientale”
- take classes and meet other students in the Inter-University Doctoral Consortium with Columbia, CUNY, Fordham, Princeton, Rutgers and Stony Brook
- participate in vibrant NYU Italian Studies graduate initiatives such as reading groups, works in progress, guest lectures, peer mentorships, roundtables, workshops and conferences
- have careers in academia and beyond

New York University has the largest freestanding Department of Italian Studies in the United States of America.

We share a beautiful historic brownstone just off Fifth Avenue in lower Manhattan as well as a mission with one of the premier Italian cultural institutes in the US: the Casa Italiana Zerilli-Marimò, hosting over 100 events a year, engaging diverse publics in reflecting on Italy’s heritage, traditions, history, and relevance.

Research Study with a vibrant community of scholars working across disciplinary fields
Teaching Build a competitive teaching portfolio in Italian language and culture
Study abroad at NYU’s Global Sites or visit our partner institutions in Italy
Public humanities Join NYU’s newest initiative in graduate education and integrate your training with skills designed to engage with the public sphere

deadline Dec 18 Priority Application
deadline Jan 4 Final Application